
MEETING AGENDA 
 

Call to Order: 12:02pm 

Roll Call & Verification of Quorum (2): 3/4 

Name Email Initial Final 

Senator Carter sglgbtqcaucus@ucf.e
du 

P  

Vice-Chair Fintel sgaecs6 @ucf.edu P  

Senator Hameed sgaesc7 @ucf.edu P  

Senator Holmes sga_sci4 @ucf.edu A  

 

 

Approval of the Minutes: 9/8/23; Approved by GC 

Approval of the Agenda: Approved by GC 

Open Forum-  

a. Vihan: I love y’all 😊😊  

Announcements from the Chair- 

b. Good Afternoon! Our Proclamation passed in Committee and Senate. I am 
extremely grateful that it did 

c. Lost a caucus member :( 
d. I have contacted UCF PD to see if an officer can be present and I will contact the 

Center 
e. I have also emailed Speaker Holmes our flyer so it can be posted on the UCF 

Instagram. I encourage you all to share it on your social media ages and in UCF 
discord servers as well 😊😊 

f. Question: Hameed: able to contact CMQ to see if they were coming?  
i. Carter: not as of yet, will do 

 

Announcements from the Vice-Chair-  

g. Everyone is a silly girl (gender neutral) 😊😊  
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https://ucf.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/UCFTeam-StudentGovernment_GRP-SGLGBTQCaucus/Shared%20Documents/SG%20LGBTQ%20Caucus/Agendas-Minutes/55th%20Session%20Agendas/9_8_23%20LGBTQ%20Caucus%20Meeting%20Agenda.docx?d=w71680275cbf54289a940e70eba811a7b&csf=1&web=1&e=j5KEl5


Announcements from Committee Members-  

h. Hameed: going to contact UCF PD for selective policing for trans students to use 
the bathroom. Would you guys like to attend to be able to advocate  

i. Hameed: Going to contact the Lavendar Council to get an updated map of all the 
gender neutral bathrooms bc it’s important that those are there 

Announcements from Non-Committee Members-  

j. None 

Old Business- 

k.  

New Business- 

l. LGBTQ+ Workshop 
i. Snacks  

1. Need to let the coordinators know what food we’re going to bring 
so that they’re aware 

2. Hameed: do we already have the $$ for that? 
3. Carter: each caucus has a certain amount of money that we can 

spend 
4. Hameed: how do we get the money? 
5. Carter: not sure, will ask, think the amount is 500. Merch comes 

out of general budget, but caucus budgets might be different 
6. Hameed: before we set the date to go, we need to figure out the 

money stuffs so that we can actually have it 
ii. Printing  

1. Carter: print the posters, but we need to know we’re going to put 
them and how many 

2. Hameed: one in the LGBTQ commons, maybe send to RAs of the 
dorms, know I can probably ask ELA Richmond and Maddie bc 
they’re RAs, might’ve done this previously, also probably SU, can 
we get flyer on TV board outside that transitions thru things 

3. Carter: not sure, will ask, know we can just not sure how 
4. Hameed: also in the SU as well, put in starbucks? Try to put in as 

many buildings as possible, CB 1 and 2, MSB,  
5. Fintel: Eng buildings 
6. Hameed: business, HS, CMC, TCH, Ferrel Commons, Dining 

halls? <-- lets assume not the dining halls,  
7. Fintel: corkboards in every building we can go into, discords can 

put out a lot 
8. Carter: printing out mini ones and giving to others 
9. Hameed: putting out front where people can just pick up. Give to 

info desk downstairs 



10. Vihan: MSC and OSI 
11. Hameed: Ginsberg center, SG office 
12. Carter: willing to stick one on my car 
13. Hameed: or one of those markers that write on the windows 
14. Carter: definitely hit the visual arts school buildings 
15. Hameed: have two responses for the RSVP 
16. Carter: sent a mass email to classmates. Nice to have rsvp to 

know how many people might be going 
17. Hameed: and also metrics to say how many people attended 

iii. SBA Rep 
1. Hameed: I will probably be the Rep there, talked about printing 

flyers about sba and form, also said that they made templates for 
all the caucuses so I need to ask them about that so that I can 
bring them, instead of bringing all the caucuses we can bring all 
the pamphlets with all the info and resources 

2. Fintel: question from Cimilo about if they’re allowed to come and 
talk about CRT, said yes but may not have a guaranteed table, 
still very welcome to walk and talk about their committee 

iv. Orgs Coming 
1. Fintel: can we quickly reiterate who all is coming to have a list in 

one palce 
2. Hameed: oSTEM, YDSA Queer Socialists, PSA and CMQ (? 

unsure, 50/50), Lavendar Council (?) 
a. Vihan: do you know the prez of PSA? 
b. Hameed: yes 
c. Vihan: should contact them 
d. Hameed: talking to them on discord, not definitive answer 

yet 
e. Vihan: should contact out and active, they’re under ostem 
f. Hameed: will contact out and active 

3. Carter: Health and Wellness Center, CAPS for sure, Out and 
Active (?), extended invite to all of SG branches, The Center 
(?) 

a. Emailed flyer to LGBT+ services, put me in contact with 
LC, aware, just have to send flyer 

4. Carter: have 10 tables, 1 – SG table, 1 – Snacks, YDSA – 1 
Table, an RSO can have their own table if they would like  

m. January Mental Wellness Month Proclamation  
i. Speaker 

1. Fintel: Chair Hameed and I will be meeting sometime next week to 
start looking into a researcher that we can invite to speak 

2. Fintel: how to entice someone to speak, want to treat them right if 
they’re doing this for us 



3. Carter: someone local so don’t have to worry too much about 
travel  

4. Hameed: feel like orlando does have a lot of trans specialists, 
manifesting that we don’t have any trouble with this 

5. Fintel: orlando is more personal  
6. Carter: there’s this medical office that’s queer-affirming, sent to 

Hameed, could be a good resource 
7. Fintel: good resource, was thinking researchers that have done 

that research into the satisfaction rates, but also the doctors that 
have these experiences could have some great stories and 
speaking points to 

ii. When + Where 
1. Hameed: are we able to book rooms for spring semester b4 the 

semester starts 
2. Carter: rsos can, we might be able to as well  
3. Hameed: getting something like the pegasus ballroom, has to be 

nice for this person  
4. Fintel: I agree 
5. Hameed: either pegasus ballroom, or one of the ballrooms 

upstairs in the su, like keywest, W 
iii. Proclamation 

1. Fintel: when does this have to be done to get it passed?  
2. Hameed: have to do before December 
3. Fintel: we don’t meet during finals, so when?  
4. Hameed: proclamations only have to be seen twice, has to be 

remanded to SBA to be seen there, like a 3 week process, have to 
turn in your proclamation to DLEG and Pro Temp on Wednesdays 
by 5pm, has to pass 2nd reading Nov 16, turn in by Nov 1st 5pm,  

5. Carter: Brodie will message you before if anything needs to be 
corrected grammar wise  

6. Fintel: proclamation would be to recognize january  
7. Hameed: january as mental wellness month 
8. Carter: be it further resolved clauses, that’s where you would put 

the event, say before  
9. Fintel: know couple different speakers we could potentially invite, 

the timeframe of the event, details of what would be spoken about, 
and who we could invite to support it? 

10. Hameed: in the be it further resolved that’s where you can say 
who to send it to, any club that has to do with mental health, active 
minds, talk to mittal about all the clubs dealing with mental health 

11. Fintel: also aimed at the trans community 
12. Hameed: also the lgbtq clubs as well, OSI 
13. Carter: diversified greek council 
14. Hameed: LGBTQ services, lavender council 



15. Fintel: all the ones we’re inviting to the october event  
16. Hameed: also look at past resolutions for guidance, look at the b it 

so resolved stuff and get idea of who to send to. Don’t know if 
we’ve passed this specific proclamation, look to see if we’ve done 
this ever before and point out if it’s been done or not before. Can 
Help you out with writing it, this would go through SBA 

17. Fintel: research speaker, know time frame 
18. Carter: when we get back in school, the 8th, do it later because 

people might still be traveling 
19. Hameed: still early so nothing too crazy.  
20. Hameed: can reach out to rsos to sponsor it,  

a. Carter: can depts sponsor? 
b. Hameed: think so, think HSI sponsored something from 

Latin/Hispanic caucus 
c. Carter: could see if CAPS could sponsor? Or their trans 

care team?  
d. Hameed: did we contact trans care team for event?  
e. Carter: yes, their trans care team will be there to table 

Member Discussion-  

n. Ice breaker: how have your lives been? 
i. Hameed: been okay, going thru the trenches, got wonked out after 

physics, looking for houses for next year, moving in with bf and other 
friends and its been kinda crazy, developed a starbucks addiction, need 
to stop, not been hired by UCF yet bc I need my birth certificate so I've 
been doing all the sba work for free, but am tracking hours and Brodie 
said he’d figure that out 

ii. Fintel: Was sick and then played Baulders gate for 20 hours!!!! (nerd). 
Very souptastic. Is slaying at her meetings. Being a GEMS mentor is slay 
(She loves her mentees ����). Taking it one week at a time. 

iii. Carter: good and rough, every time I look at my motion I get 
overwhelmed, so many things due at the same amount of time, so many 
papers and readings to do, and it’s insane, and I’ve been working nonstop 
for the past two days, to my work barely have time to eat (chair datilus 
would not like that >:( ), slacking on my water drinking as well, all my 
assignments are like piled up and another two weeks I have to write a 
longer paper and o more research for it and I just submitted a paper due 
today and di have to do a long hw assignment and fight a temperamental 
software program. It's been rough  

iv. Hameed: after this first set of midterms are done, I'm going to take a little 
nappy  

v. Carter: after the midterms it’s going to be worse 



Miscellaneous Business-  

o. Carter: don’t be like me, drink water, eat at least a fruit and veg a day, more if 
you can, at least get 7 hours of sleep per night, more if you can 

4. Final Roll Call: 3/4 same as start;  
5. Adjournment: 12:52pm 

 

 

Key: 

P - Present 

A - Absent  

MTD - Move to Debate 

MTV - Move to Vote 

MTA- Move to Amend 

PP - Postpone 

PPI - Postpone Indefinitely 

GC - General Consent 
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